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Walruses: The walrus, with its blubbery
belly and stiff whiskers, looks funny as it
sunbathes on shore. Its amusing appearance
has a serious purpose, though: survival. In
Walruses, learn how this animals long
tusks and other body parts help it swim,
find food, and protect itself in icy northern
seas.
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Walrus National Geographic This group includes seals, sea lions, and walruses. These animals live in the ocean but
are able to come on land for long periods of time. Millions of years ago, Arctic Wildlife in Greenland from marine
mammals to polar bears Most walruses live where the air temperature is about -15 to +5C (5 - 41F). Walruses are
adapted to a habitat of sea ice and prefer snow-covered moving pack ice or ice floes to Total world walrus population is
about 250,000 animals. Alaska Region - Marine Mammals Management Walrus: Habitat and Distribution Pinnipeds (/?p?n??p?dz/) (from Latin pinna fin and pes, pedis foot), commonly known as There are 33 extant species of
pinnipeds, and more than 50 extinct species have been They feed largely on fish and marine invertebrates but a few, like
the leopard seal, . Otariids consist of two types: sea lions and fur seals. Walrus Threats to Walruses Defenders of
Wildlife Walruses Both males and females have tusks Are large flippered marine mammals Are three species of
walruses: - The Atlantic Walrus - lives in the Atlantic Walrus - Wikipedia The walrus is the only living species in the
family Odobenidae and genus Odobenus. This species is subdivided into three subspecies: the Atlantic walrus (O. r.
rosmarus) which lives in the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific walrus (O. r. divergens) which lives in the Pacific Ocean, and
O. r. Sea Lion San Diego Zoo Animals & Plants Polar bears, humpback whales, musk oxen, walruses, reindeer and
sea eagles are just some of the many species that you may experience by land, air and sea Walrus - Ocean
Conservancy Aug 7, 2014 Seals and sea lions are semiaquatic mammals with flippers for feet. There are more than 30
species and they live all over the world. 128 best images about Animals Walrus on Pinterest The two, The Click
here for more animal facts. The scientific name for a walrus is Odobenus Rosmarus. It is latin for tooth walking
sea-horse. Walrus is a marine mammal. Marine Food Chain -- National Geographic Feb 14, 2017 The Walrus is a
large marine mammal that is found inhabiting the freezing cold and icy waters of the Arctic Circle. Thought to be most
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closely The Pacific Walrus - lives in the Pacific Ocean - Walruses - ANIMALS Suborder Pinnipedia (sealions,
walruses, seals). Family Otariidae (eared seals), seven genera and 15 species Facts About Seals & Sea Lions - Live
Science Walruses can be found in most areas of the Arctic Ocean feeding on benthic forty years or more and is, indeed,
a unique and marvelous creature of this earth. Pacific Walrus Animal & Plant Guide Conservation Ocean Park
Nov 21, 2014 Walruses on ice afloat in the Bering Sea. The animals also use their tusks to defend themselves from
larger predators and to establish The Arctic: The Walrus - Photo @Cory Brine Richardson. from Instagram walrus by
claude66 on Flickr. ShapeSea LionsTo Make UpTo BeAnimal KingdomMorskiPolo NorteSvetOcean. Animals of the
Ice: Walruses Ocean Today Walruses belong to the family Odobenidae - a group of marine carnivores that was
composed of many species in the late Miocene and early Pliocene periods. Walrus Facts - Animals of the Ocean This group includes seals, sea lions, and walruses. These animals live in the ocean but are able to come on land for long
periods of time. Millions of years ago, Walrus Basic Facts About Walruses Defenders of Wildlife Many of
Americas most beloved sea animals thrive here including the endangered bowhead whale, walrus, seals and countless
birds. This marine wildlife Walrus (Odobenus Rosmarus) - Animals - A-Z Animals Their blubber serves as a layer of
insulation in the cold marine environment and helps them store energy. Their flippers are hairless. The skin on them is
thick Fun Walrus Facts for Kids - KidsPlayandCreate With wrinkled brown and pink hides, walruses are
distinguished by their long white tusks, grizzly whiskers, flat flipper, and bodies full of blubber. Walrus Tusks. Arctic
Adaptations. Atlantic and Pacific Subspecies. Historic Overhunting. The Marine Mammal Center : Pinnipeds
blubber - National Geographic Society Walrus. Odobenus rosmarus What I Eat. Bottom dwelling organisms such as
clams and mussels (yum!) Both male and female walruses have them. I use my Animals of the Arctic Ocean Apr 30,
2013 Blubber is the thick layer of fat under the skin of marine mammals, entire body of animals such as seals, whales,
and walrusesexcept for Walrus Facts - Live Science Female: up to 1,250 kg. Distribution. Walruses live in the Arctic
and subarctic. This subspecies is found in marginal seas of the North Pacific and Arctic Ocean. none The Marine
Mammal Center : Pinnipeds Antarctica has an abundance of animal life, almost all of it being dependent on the sea.
The largest truly land animal is a wingless midge about 13mm / 0.5 of an Images for Walruses (Animals That Live in
the Ocean) These large marine mammals are found near the Arctic Circle. Only Native Americans are currently
allowed to hunt walruses, as the species survival was Walrus - National Geographic Kids Today the biggest threat
facing walruses is the loss of stable sea ice due to climate of mollusks and other bottom-dwelling organisms on which
walruses feast.
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